
WHAT IS SOQI?
SOQI = Solar and Qi. It combines Motion, Thermal, 
Electric, and Nutritional Energy to release toxins and 
unhealthy build up in our body. It restores the natural 
healing ability of the body to improve our immune 
systems and extend our life span.
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TOTAL HEALTH MANAGEMENT
The "Multiple Energy Approach" includes the "SOQI Total Health Spa." By combining modern technology with
Eastern theories, people can begin to experience this new health concept through the Chi Machine®, HotHouse™,
Advanced ERE™, E-Power™, and HTE’s Nutritional Supplements: Motion, Thermal, Electric, and Nutritional Energy
combined!

Motion Energy - Body Oxygenation with The Chi Machine; Oxygenation through the use of the Chi Machine .
Neither injury nor side effects have been recorded while using the Chi Machine. This is true oxygenation therapy that
delivers its effectiveness through our concept of Motion Energy.

Thermal Energy - Far Infrared Heat with the HotHouse™ - Having the ability to obtain enough oxygen and
nutrients into each cell is vital for good blood circulation.

Electric Energy - Frequency Stimulation and Body Regeneration with ERE and E-Power
The Advanced Electro Reflex Energizer (Advanced ERE) is an instrument that helps balance the body’s energy
levels. When there is pain in the body there is electrical resistance, meaning the electrical signals between cells are
suppressed. Consistent use of the Advanced ERE™ can help restore a balanced state of energy throughout the body. E-
Power™ -Using electric energy along with high frequency negative potential energy. E-Power opens up cells to allow
toxin elimination and nutrient absorption. E-Power IS the ultimate body balancer!

HOW DOES SOQI HELP?
1. SOQI brings Warmth, Harmony and Health in the Mind and Body.
The multi-energy system of SOQI works by combining natural therapies of heat, electric and motion through
our scientifically healthcare equipment.

2. SOQI Mobilizes the Body and Recharges Energy. The SOQI Home Spa oxygenates the body, promotes a
strengthened immune system, helps to improve the digestive system and focuses on providing the vital energy that the
body needs to live each day to the fullest!

3. SOQI uses several approaches to Enhance Specific functions. SOQI provides various spas that focus on different
aspects of health. Whether you are looking to lose weight, increase energy and/or detoxify your body. SOQI is what's
needed to bring it to you!

4. Respect your Body and Take Care of your Health. SOQI's advanced equipment and combination of Eastern and
Western medicinal theories will refresh your mind, body and soul!

5. The SOQI Home Spa is health for the Entire family! The SOQI Home Spa concept is dynamic and ideal for people of all
ages. It is for the healthy people, to keep their body replenished of the essentials needed for a healthy body. It is for
those who suffer of headaches, pains, arthritis, depression, anxiety, high blood
pressure, high cholesterol, low energy, insomnia, diabetes, stress and much more.

MULTI
ENERGY THERAPY


